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Introduction 
In a eonatrainad mechanical ayatea, aoaa of the canonical та-

riablea cannot be varied Independently of tha othara because of the 
exiatence of oonatraint funetiona ф^Сч,р) reducing tha pnaee 
apace arailable. Theae conatralnt functiona пата been claaaifled 
by Dirac* in tan claaaaas To the firat claaa the oonatralnta belong 
that hare weakly''' veniahing Poiaaon bracketa with the Haalltonlan 
em wall aa aaong themselves; to the aacond elaaa all tha othara. 

In a elailar faahlon, it ia uaeful to elaaaify gauge fixing 
conditions X*C1IP) in two groupai Degenerate gaugea, for which the 
Polseon brackets with the constraints J.*«<,4»j weakly vanish, pre-
eerrlng the I-claaa nature of the ayatea; and non-degenerate gaugea, 
for which the ayatea la reduced to a II-claaa one, beceuae [Ъ,4Л 
la not weakly equal to zero. 

In other words, a gauge ia degenerate prorided the gauge free
dom ia raatrictad but not completely auppreaaed by tha gauge fixing; 
it ia non-degenerate otherwiae. 

Accordingly, there are two methods to deal with a eonatrainad 
dynamical eyetemi Dirac approach, that uaes a non-degenerete gauge 
fixing to define Dirac brackets'2' that are conaiatant with the 
reduced pbaaa apneas and Batalin-yradkin-Vilkoviaky (BJT) approach''", 
that instead doea not require a II-claaa ayatem bacauaa the real-
dual gauge sjamitry, left отег by the degenerate gauge fixing, la 
made into a global ayaaetrys The HOT ayaBmtry/4/. 

whether a gauge la degenerate or not -and heme* whether the 
BFT approach la appropriate - depend* on the gwge fixing aa wall 
aa on tha boundary eondltioaa for tha gboat variable*) (or far the 
gauge funotiona, that la equivalent). for laataaoe, the вмаааиаа of 
a raaidual gauge freedom 
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restricted by the condition 
• <xOO = о (2) 

ia a familiar aspect of claaaical electrodynamics in the Lorentz 
gauge (-3/4=0 ) . However, such a residual gauge symmetry can be 
eliminated by choosing an appropriate boundary condition, i.e. that 
on the boundary all gauge transformations vanish. This define» a 
boundary problem for £q.(2) that allows only the trivial solution 
4i*) ~ о everywhere. Therefore, the Lorentc gauge ia non-degenerate 
for these boundary conditions, whereas it would be degenerate for 
other choices. 

It is interesting to examine what happens to the BUST eyes»try 
when the boundary conditions reduce the degeneracy of a gauge. In 
eleotrodynamiCB the BRST symmetry ia obtained by replacing the gauge 
function rf(x) by w y M , where U i n constant and *\{t) a new 
dynamical fialdi The ghost. Bq.O) becomee the system (Feynman gauge) 

JA^drt * ь-Од.^-) ; / j W r w ^ A ^ x ) (3) 

that definite the BRST transformation for the gauge fixed Lagrangian 

She equation of motion for the ghost coincides with Bq.(2), the 
condition on the residual gauge symmetry. Am expected, BBSS trans
formations are exactly thia residual symmetry of the degenerate 
Lorants gauge'''. Boundary conditions on the gauge function are now 
conditions on the ghost field. If the atandard boundary conditions 
(vanishing of fields) ware applied, the on-sbell ghost field would 
vanish everywhere and there would be no BRST symmetry. This is ano
ther expected featuret the reduction ot degeneracy in a gauge condi
tion may break down BRST symmetry. 

One ia therefore lead either to Blrac approach - in the non-
-degenerate gauge defined by the standard boundary conditions above 
- or to ohoose boundary conditions appropriate for a dynsmieal field 
instead, namely incoming and outgoing plana «area. In thia ease, the 
boundary problem of S«.(2} admits non-trivial solutions, s.g. prog
ressive plane waves, and the gauge is degenerate. The BIT approach 
can thua be used. 
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Boundary Condition» 
The diaouaaion in the Introduction suggests that no a priori 

boundary condition ataould be enforced on the ghost fields. In parti
cular, a vanishing ghoat field on the boundary may endanger BRST 
symmetry. This feature ia not a peculiarity of electrodynamics but 
rather a general property of the BFV approach. In fact, from the 
BPV action' 3' 

1 
(where 

_a = rr.P* < ы* ~ ^ ' ч У ^ Р - (6) 
ia the BBS? charge, <-lc the atructure constant ot the group gene
rated by the constraints 4v and тгл , and y- ie an arbitrary func
tion containing the gauge fixing condition) the ghoat equations of 
notion are in the fora (aee Appendix) 

Ъ • F ( { ) 1 „ , * C < f * ) a I . = °' < 7 ) 

where F and C< are two function! containing the other canonical 
variables, к complete diacusslon of Eq.(7) requires a specific aya-
teo and a definite gauge choice. nevertheless, Eq.(7), when re-
-written as 

V - [lb)\/t (8) 
can be aolved perturbatively (the non-perturbative oaae ia consi
dered below) In the couplings <j between the ghosta and the other 
variables, ror 

• = V<"4 <jV'\ . . (9) 
and imaginary time, £q.(8) leads to a Sirechlet problem 

V'-U о ; ;,•«"_-0J*W"; .. { 1 0 ) 

V""'C1) -- V , , J ( 0 = о 
that has only vanishing solutions. 

The case of an infinite number of degrees of freedom is similar, 
with Eq.(7) replaced by an hyperbolic second-order differential 
equation. 

Since Kq.(7) la by definition also the Foisson brackets bet
ween the gauge conditions and the oonstrainta, the boundary oondi-
tioa requiring vanishing ghost fields at the and points leads to a 
non-degenerate gauge, in contradiction with the B W approach. 
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It 1в now poaaible to consider the boundary problem in a quite 
general manner. The boundary condition on the ghoat variablea moat 
be auch aa to insure tbe BR3T invariance of the BFV aotion (5). 
since [н^л] and \\*г.Л\Ъ ] weakly Yaniah, tbe only obanga in tbe 
action caused, by a canonical, transformation generated by -Л. ie 

С*л/зъ)е* - Si- \\ * о (11) 
б"ь 's being the momenta. /6/ Ordinarily (aee, e.g., the review in ref.' ' ) , the vanishing 
of (11) ia attained by requiring that both terma in the equation be 
independently equal to aero. By inspection, there are then three 
acta of boundary conditions that make (11) vanish 

IJ, * t 
02) 

I 
- и 1 

However, the previous dieoussion suggests that a further criterion 
ia the degeneracy of the gauge, that muat be preserved. Conditions 
2. and 3. do not satisfy this criterion beoauae they require vani
shing ghoat fielda. Set 1 also is not completely acceptable because 
of the vanishing momenta. 

Therefore, it appears that the independent vaniahing of -Л. 
and °Л/^С С ie too atrong a condition to be enforced. Suoh a condi
tion ia sufficient only in the trivial aenae that it producea, by 
the conservation law, a B8ST charge that is, at any time, strongly 
zero on-ahell. On the other hand, that auch a condition is not ne-
caaaary can be seen already in the simple case of a free relatlvla-
tic particle, where the vaniahing of Eq.(11) ie a consequence of 
the equations of motion solely irmt. ' notwithstanding). Condi
tions (12) are alao particularly worrisome on phyaical ground. The 
initial and final atatea are phyaical because of the presence of 
ghost fields and the resultant quartet decoupling' ' of all un-phy-
aical degrees of freedom. Imposing the vanishing of theae fielda 
to make a atate physical Is therefore wrong. 

Unfortunately, one la thus left without a comprehensive pre
scription on the boundary conditiona. This is a rather unsatisfactory 
aituationi the vanishing of 11^) has to be verified in each new sys
tem; if necessary, boundary conditions can be imposed, but being 
careful not to spoil BRST symmetry. 
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GribQY's Ambiguity 
An interesting by-product of the preceding discussion i s a 

new angle on a problem of Yang-Mills theories: Gribov*s ambiguity. 
/a/ 

Gribov' " pointed out that in the non-Abelian case the boundary con
ditions considered in the Introduction for the Abelian case, namely 
the Tanishing of the gauge function : * < M at infinity, may not be 
sufficient to make the Lorentz gauge (as well as the Coulomb one) 
non-degenerate. 

In fact, the non-Abelian nature of the fields introduces in 
Eq. (2) an additional term: 

Рог <J large, Rq.(13) admits a non-trivial solution vanishing at 
infinity» The consequent ambiguity in the definition of the poten
tials makes the Lorentz gauge degenerate. Although the non-pertur-
bative nature of this ambiguity has made it possible to dodge it in 
all current application, in principle, in the non-Abelian case, the 
Lorentz gauge (and Coulomb one) are always degenerate, and Dirac 
approach should not be used. 

Moreover, a similar ambiguity could exist for Eq.(7) ae well. 
This suggests a generalized Oribov-like ambiguity for all gauge 
theories with a non-Abelian algebra. 

The non-perturbative degeneracy, originated by these special 
solutions, cannot be used to define BRST symmetry because this re
quires the existence of infinitesimal transformations. Therefore, 
the perturbative result of Eq.(IO) still holds. 

At the same time, the previous discussion makes clear that, 
in the BFV approach, these Gribov-like ambiguities, as well as Gri-
bov's original ambiguity for Yang-Mills theories, are just a par
ticular BRST transformation and no additional care is required in 
dealing with them. 

Appendix 
In this Appendix, Eq.(7) is obtained from the action (5). In 

the BPV method, the gauge fixing is in the generally covarlant form 

In order to Integrate out the ghost momenta, it is convenient to 
choose 

у = ^x" + P.. A* OS) 
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to aake the functional integral 

z _- J<tf* л S B F V < 1 6 > 
Gaussian in P and /P . 
After integration in these aoaenta, 

»V - fl'u iff* <tAV ' ** Vh, J. <1" 
Eq.(7) is obtained by using the additional condition лГ | г о . 
that ia BRST inrariant. 

Hote that Eq.(17) can also be written as 

^ r / - < ( i / it* '-**-) ( 1 8 > 

because ^ ^ - ^ , с*лХ%'< • "V definition. 
In this fore, 

^(LtX.) - | A.t^.^j = о 
the equations of notion for the ghost* are identical to the condi
tion defining a degenerate gauge. 

Only aysteas with a closed algebra hare been considered, the 
condition { H«, 4i}-° » while not necessary, has been uaed to simp
lify the notation. 

I would like to thank A.f. Filippor for helpful conreraations 
and the Laboratory of Theoretical Physica of the JUS for kind hospi
tality. 
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Фаббрикези М.1Е. Е2-87-883 
Вырожденные калибровочные условия, 
обобщенные неоднозначности Грибова и БРСТ-симметрия 

Рассматривается БФВ-БРСТ подход к калибровочным теори
ям. Утверждается, что обычно используемые БРСТ-инвариант-
ные граничные условия не обладают необходимым вырождением 
при фиксации калибровки. В соответствии с этим, предлага
ется существование обобщенных неоднозначностей Грибова. 
Тем не менее показано, что эти неоднозначности представ
ляют собой частный случай БРСТ-преобразований. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики 
ОИЯИ. 
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Fabbrichesi M.E. E2-87-883 
Degenerate Gauge Conditions, Generalized 
Gribov's Ambiguity and BRST Symmetry 

The BFS-BRST approach to gauge theories is considered. 
It is argued that the BRST-invariant boundary conditions 
ordinarily used do not maintain the necessary degeneracy 
in the gauge fixing. As a by-product of this discussion, 
the existence of a generalized Gribov-like ambiguity is 
suggested. This ambiguity is however shown to be just 
a particular BRST transformation. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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